
 
 

 
June 9, 2021  
Corn 
The rollercoaster ride continued today with corn trading in a .26 range on conflicting 
weather models as it closed up .1075 at 6.9075 for July futures. Things were 
pressured overnight with China saying they will control the price of corn after their 
surge in PPI last night, and then turned positive with more dryness headed towards 
the Corn Belt. According to T-Storm some showers and storms affect the southeast 
third of corn into the weekend as an upper-level system exits. Separately, a strong 
wave of energy blossoms a storm cluster in the northern Plains tomorrow night. A 
fairly dry period likely follows next week as surface-level high pressure in the eastern 
U.S. suppresses rainfall in the Corn Belt and mid-South, while some t-storms form 
in the Plains as energies ride the edge of heat. Ethanol production for the week 
averaged 1.067 million barrels per day which is up 3.19% from last week and up 
27.48% from a year ago. Ethanol stocks are 19.96 million barrels which is up 1.90% 
from last week and has risen two consecutive weeks now, suggesting the output 
pace has exceeded immediate demand levels. 54% of U.S. corn was drier than 
normal over the last 30 days, leaving only 2012 with higher coverage in June in the 
past 9 seasons (except for a few days in late-June of 2017). 25% of corn was drier than normal over the last 90 days, which 
is higher than all days in June-July over 2013-2020, but the drought of 2012 was already at 39% and continually increased. 
We did see some farmer movement today where there has been some precipitation, but nothing major. Basis was mostly 
steady today with a few pushes being paid domestically while the CIF market was firmer again today. France AgriMer lowered 
its 20/21 MY Corn ending stockpiles forecast to 1.8MMT, down 100,000MT from the prior report. 
Beans 
Beans were defensive today with old crop leading the downside.  SN closed 17 ½ c lower after a 37c trading range.  SX 
closed 8 ¾ c lower after 35c trading range.  It appears rains in North Dakota has traders taking some profits.  WASDE 
tomorrow with minimal changes expected.  The average guess for carryout is up 2 million bushels from May’s 120 
estimate.  Crush could drop 10 mil bu.  Imports are lagging as 7.66 mil bu were imported by the end of April and there are 6 
vessels coming in from Brazil and seed beans from Argentina but imports appear to be 5 – 10 mil bu too high.  Bean basis 
continues defensive as crushers are amazed as they are able to purchase soybeans.  So, either flat price and inverses are 
doing the job or the crop was larger last year.  Bean sales are expected to be negative 100,000 to a positive 200,000 mt in 
old crop with 100,000 – 400,000 mt for new crop.  Meal sales are expected to be 100,000 – 300,000 mt for old crop with 0 – 
50,000 mt for new crop.  Oil sales are expected to be negative 10,000 to a positive 16,000.  In the world S & D’s we could 
see Argentina drop 1 mmt and Brazil show a slight increase.  We are in a weather market and the GFS model did a better job 
with rainfall in the northern plains so traders will watch GFS forecasts.   
Wheat  
Spring wheat in northeast MT, west SD, much of ND was wetter than expected last 24 hours and .50” to 1.50” is forecast for 
the northern Plains tomorrow night and Friday. Hence, spring wheat (Mpls) led today’s decline in the ag commodity sector. 
MWN is 7 cents lower at 7.64 ¼, WN 2 ¾ cents lower at 6.82 ¼, and KWN is up 3 ¼ higher at 6.35 ¾. The discount KWN to 
CN traded out to 58.5 cents, its widest level so far. Weekly export sales are estimated to be in a 200,000 to 450,000 mt range. 
The recent decline in price has drawn more interest in tenders with Algeria, Jordan, Japan, Bangladesh, Ethiopia, and Tunisia 
all tendering for milling wheat.   
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CASH BASIS BIDS Nearby  July 
Corn Cif Nola  72+N 61+N 
Truck Hennepin 26+N 14+N 
Truck St Louis 45+N 36+N 
Iowa Interior UP 10+N 12+N 
Columbus CSX 42+N 42+N 
Fort Wayne NS 30+N 30+N 
Dlvd Hereford NB 101+N 
Dlvd PNW 125+N 120+N 
KC RAIL 54+N 54+N 
Nebraska Grp 3 10+N 13+N 
Dlvd Decatur 27+N 33+N 
Wheat Cif Nola 55+N 51+N 
Beans Cif Nola 52+N 62+N 
Truck Hennepin 1+N 10+N 
Truck St Louis 23+N 33+N 
Dlvd Decatur 110+X 120+X 
Dlvd Des Moines 18+N 15+N 
IL R Barge Frt. 305 310 
BNSF Shuttle Frt. -$300 -$300 


